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Abstract

We present a simple and practical technique for seamlessly texturing quadrilateral meshes. Using our
technique any image can be converted to an isotropic texture that can be mapped to any quadrilateral
mesh without any discontinuity or singularity. Using our technique, we can make any abstract painter
like Miro to seamlessly paint any smooth manifold surface. The surface can have any number of holes
or handles.

Our texturing method is to organize a set oftiles that satisfy specific boundary conditions into one
texture image file which is called atiled texture. We have also developed an algorithm to create tiled tex-
tures from any image with a simple user interface that allows the users to specify the boundaries. Based
on tiled textures, we have developed an extremely simple texture mapping algorithm that assigns one tile
to every quadrilateral in any given quadrilateral mesh. Our mapping algorithm provides aperiodicity on
the surface of the mesh and yields singularity free textures regardless of the singularities existing in the
quadrilateral mesh

Figure 1: What happens if Miro or Kandinsky had painted a sphere: Mapping two tiled texture images (see
Figure 3) created from (A) Miro and (B) Kandinsky paintings to a spherical shaped mesh.
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1. Introduction

Texture mapping, introduced by Catmull [1], is very popular in computer graphics applications since it al-
lows the creation of complicated looking images without increasing the complexity of the surface geometry.
There are three main challenges that people face when mapping homogeneous textures to arbitrary polyhe-
dral meshes: (1) avoiding noticeable seams between texture patches, (2) avoiding texture singularities even
when the underlying mesh has geometric singularities, and (3) minimizing the amount of distortion of the
texture.

Neyret and Cani [5] recently developed a texture mapping method to provide an effective solution to
these problems. Their method, which is based on triangular tiles with specific boundaries, avoids singu-
larities regardless of the topology of the underlying triangular mesh. Their method also provides seamless
and continuous boundaries across the surface. This method is similar in spirit to the method developed by
Stam [7] for aperiodically texturing planes and toroids. However, the Neyret-Cani method is more general
since it can be used to seamlessly texture any triangular mesh and avoids periodicity. To achieve this, their
first step was to create triangular tiles that obey specific boundary conditions. In general there can be any
number boundaries (sayn) and2n number of boundary types which are called”oriented edges”by [5].
They showed that if one can create a minimum number of tiles, that with rotation can provide all possible
tile boundaries, it is possible to seamlessly cover any triangular mesh with these tiles. The simplicity and
the power of the Neyret-Cani method makes it very attractive for texture mapping applications. From a
practical point of view, there are two challenges with this method: (1) The artist cannot automatically create
tiles from existing images. To create homogeneous textures that look like those of natural objects, several
different texture samples have to be hand-designed, which can be difficult. (2) Using a set of triangular
texture images is not compatible with current texture mapping methods and requires special programming.
Most commercial renderers (like those in Maya, Softimage etc), allow only one single rectangular texture
image to be read for each parameter of a shader.

Soler, Cani and Angelidis have recently introduced a very powerful extension to the Neyret-Cani method
[6]. Their new method not only solves the challenges mentioned above but also provides anisotropic textur-
ing. However, their algorithm is complicated and can be quite hard to implement. Although their implemen-
tation is very efficient, it still takes several minutes to compute a texture mapping. Moreover, if the texture
image is changed there is a need to recompute the texture mapping.

In this paper we present an alternative extension to the Neyret-Cani method. Our method also provides
an effective solution to the challenges mentioned above. Moreover, it is simple to implement. The texture
mapping algorithm consists of just a few lines of code and is extremely fast. In addition, once texture
coordinates are computed, these coordinates can be used for any tiled texture image, i.e., there is no need to
recompute texture coordinates for different textures.

Using our method, users interactively synthesize texture image files from existing images with a simple
interface (see Figures 2 and 3) . Our texture image files consist of a set of square tiles. Consistent organiza-
tion of these tiles in the texture image yields an extremely simple texture mapping algorithm. Our algorithm
assigns texture coordinates to each corner of the mesh while providing seamless and continuous boundaries
across the surface. Once the texture coordinates are assigned, the resulting textured mesh can be used in any
commercial modeling or animation system such as Maya or Softimage. Figure 1 shows two tiled texture
images created from Miro and Kandinsky paintings that are mapped to a surface of a sphere.
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Figure 2: Reproductions of (A) Miro and (B) Kandinsky paintings that are used to create tiled textures in
Figure 3. (These reproduction are from www.artsunframed.com.)

2. Methodology

Our fundamental simplifying breakthrough came from (1) using numbers to identify the boundary types
instead of labels, (2) using square tiles instead of triangular tiles, and (3) using all possible tiles instead of
only a minimal set.

Neyret and Cani use labels such asE andE1 to denote boundary types. Figure 4(A) shows their labeling
scheme, in which the boundary cuts through an arrow image. It turns out that if we use numbers instead
of labels to denote boundary types we can organize the tiles into a texture image and develop simple and
efficient algorithms for texture mapping. Figure 4(B) shows our numbering scheme. As seen in this figure,
we use0 instead ofE and1 instead ofE1. A counter-clockwise walk starting from the lower-left corner
of a square tile gives each tile a unique name which is a four-digit binary number as shown in Figure 4(C).
These names are also useful to relate the tiles to each other. A cyclic shift of the name corresponds to a900

rotation of the boundaries.

For instance,900 rotation of the boundary of1101 gives1110 and the sequence of1101 → 1110 →
0111 → 1011 gives us a closed sequence of900 rotations. Note that the tiles themselves can be different.
On the other hand, if our goal were to use a minimum number of tiles, only one of the tiles in the above
sequence would be sufficient to create other three.

To seamlessly cover a quadrilateral mesh, we need at least six tiles, such as0000, 1000, 1100, 1110, 1010
and1111. The main problem with any such minimal set is that it is difficult to develop a simple scheme
to meaningfully organize these tiles into one texture file. However, if we use all possible tiles instead of a
minimal set, the organization problem greatly simplifies and our numbering scheme allows us to organize
these tiles in a texture map in a meaningful way. As shown in Figure 5(A) we can use their names as if they
were positions in a matrix. Here, the first two digits of the name give the column number and the second
two digits give the row number.

In this case, the tiles with rotationally identical boundaries can be different. For instance1010 and0101
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Figure 3: Tiled texture images created from (A) Miro and (B) Kandinsky paintings. These tiled textures
were used to create the images in Figure 1.

Figure 4: Numbering the boundary types and naming the tiles with these number.

do not have to be rotated versions of each other. If we allow1010 and0101 to be different then we can use
our 2D texture space more efficiently since having more variety of tiles helps to obtain better aperiodicity.
A hand created example is shown in Figure 5(B). In this figure, we show the tile boundary edges so that
separate tiles are visible.

The example above has one distinct boundary condition, but this concept can easily be generalized ton
distinct boundary conditions (see section 6.).

3. Mapping Tiled Texture Images

Based on the convention presented in Section 2., it is extremely easy to develop a texture mapping algorithm
for tiled texture images. Our algorithm assigns one tile from a tiled texture image to each quadrilateral in
such a way that all boundary conditions are satisfied. The texture mapping algorithm consists of two proce-
dures (see Figure 6). The first procedureAssignBoundaries(G, n) guarantees that boundary conditions are
satisfied. This procedure randomly assigns0 or 1 to each half-edge [4] of every edge of the mesh by using
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Figure 5: (A). An example of tiled texture image that shows how tiles are organized in a matrix. (B). A
hand created tiled texture image.

two random variables. We use the half-edge concept since it helps to explain the algorithm more concisely.
However, implementation of the algorithm does not require a half-edge data structure.

OnceAssignBoundaries(G, n) is completed, four boundary typese0, e1, e2, e3 are assigned to each
quadrilateral of the meshG. Note that the sequencee0e1e2e3 is actually the name of the tile to be as-
signed to each quadrilateral. Since the name of each tile also gives the tile’s position in the texture image
file, it is straightforward to compute these texture coordinates as it is detailed in the second procedure
AssignTextureCoordinates(G, n) (see Figure 6). The equations to compute texture coordinates turn out to
be quite simple since the tiles are placed in logically consistent locations. In these equations we assume that
the texture image is stored with the origin at the bottom-left, texture coordinate (0,0), the width and height of
the texture image is one unit (i.e. the coordinate of upper-left is (1,1)), and the edges of each qudrilateral are
given in counter-clockwise order. Figures 7 and 8 show two examples of the results of our texture mapping
algorithm.

4. Tiled Texture Image Synthesis

Since it is hard to create a wide variety of tiled texture images by hand, we have developed a simple approach
to automatically create tiled textures from any given image. Our approach can be considered a variant of
image quilting [2]. To create each tile of a tiled texture image we composite a background image with four
images that includes the desired boundaries.

To allow users to select the desired boundaries and background images, we have developed a simple in-
terface shown in Figure 9. Users have control over two templates to effect the final result. The first template
consists of two squares. The edge that connects the two squares gives the desired boundary condition and
the two squares correspond to the0 and1 boundary types. We will call these images0XXX andXX1X to
precisely identify the location of the desired boundary types. Note thatX is a place holder for undetermined
boundary types. The second template is used to define a region from which a background image is chosen.



This background image is placed in the center of the tile, so none of its boundaries will be used in form-
ing the final tiles. Therefore, we call such background imagesXXXX. Note that for each tile a different
background image is chosen from the region defined by the second template.

Subroutine AssignBoundaries(G)
for each edgee in G do

i← rand() mod 2
e0 ← i
e1 ← (i + 1) mod 2

Comment: e0 ande1 are two integers representing boundary
types of two half-edges ofe

Subroutine AssignTextureCoordinates(G)
for each quadrilateralf in G do

for ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} do
j ← b((i + 1) mod 4)/2c
ui ← (2e0 + e1 + bj/2c) /4
vi ← (2e2 + e3 + bi/2c) /4

Comment: ui, vi are texture coordinates of each corner off and
ei are boundary types assigned tof wherei = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Relative positions of the texture coordinates and boundary types
of half-edges are shown in the example below.

Algorithm TiledTextureMapping( G)
AssignBoundaries(G)
AssignTextureCoordinates(G)

Comment: G is a quadrilateral manifold mesh.

Figure 6: Texture Mapping Algorithm

To create each of the tiles in the tiled texture image, we composite the background imageXXXX and
rotated versions of0XXX andXX1X, assigning an appropriateα map to each image. LetABCD be the tile
to be created whereA,B, C andD are binary digits. The tile
ABCD = AXXXoverXBXXoverXXCXoverXXXDoverXXXX. is composited by usingα maps.

To create an acceptable tile, the first step is to appropriately rotate0XXX andXX1X. Remember that
in our notation a900 counter-clockwise rotation of an image corresponds to one cyclic shift operation.
Thus, in order to create the tile1001 in Figure 11, imageXX1X must be shifted two times to get1XXX
which corresponds to a1800 counter-clockwise rotation. Similarly, to getX0XX we need to rotate0XXX



Figure 7: A simple texture mapping example. Here all vertices are valence 3. We have applied the texture
to a cube and then smoothed the cube using Catmull-Clark subdivision [3] in Maya.

Figure 8: This example shows a genus-2 surface that includes valence 3, 4, 5 and 6 vertices. The original
shape is also smoothed by Catmull-Clark [3] after mapping the texture.



Figure 9: The interface of the tiled texture image synthesis system. To show the interface concept more
effectively, we artificially reduced the contrast and increased the brightness outside of template areas.

900 counter-clockwise,XX0X can be obtained by a1800 counter-clockwise rotation of0XXX, and finally
XXX1 is a900 counter-clockwise rotation ofXX1X.

The second step is to assign appropriate opacityα values for each of these images. We compute opacity
valueα = f1f2f3f4 as the product of four functions. Figure 10 shows the functions that are used to compute
α map0XXX or 1XXX. To compute opacity values for other images such asX0XX, rotated versions
of these functions are used. Note that if either one of these functions is0 in a region, the foreground image
will be transparent in that region. Functions,f1, f2 andf3, guarantee that nearX boundaries the image
becomes transparent. Functionf4 guarantees that for every column, once color values of two image layers
become similar, the foreground image becomes transparent. In Figure 11, we show an example of how a tile
is created with our method.

5. Implementation and Results

The texture synthesis algorithm is implemented as a stand-alone system in C++ and FLTK. The texture
mapping algorithm is implemented in C++ and included in an existing 2-manifold mesh modeling system
as an option. Both systems currently run on SGI, Linux and Windows platforms. All of our interactive
examples were run on an SGI-O2. All of the examples in this paper were created using these two systems.
The modeling system allows the creation of models with texture coordinates and the resulting mesh can
be exported to any commercial software package using theobj file format. Similarly, the texture synthesis
program creates a texture image in a common image format such asjpeg and these image files can be
exported to any commercial software. As a proof of concept, we have created all final images and animations
in Maya1

The usability of the system was tested in a graduate level computer graphics course. 25 students with
diverse backgrounds including art, architecture and computer science took the course. All the students,

1Catmull-Clark subdivision in Maya [3] provides bilinear interpolation of texture coordinates. We used this property to obtain
large quadrilateral curved patches.



Figure 10: The functions that are used to compute opacity maps for either0XXX or 1XXX. Multipli-
cation of these four functions gives opacity values for the images either0XXX or 1XXX. 900, 1800 and
2700. To compute opacity values for other images, rotated versions of these functions are used.

regardless of their background, were able to successfully texture a wide variety of very high genus quadri-
lateral meshes with a wide varity of textures. Some examples of this are shown in Figures 12, 13, 14
and 15.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a simple and practical technique for seamlessly texturing quadrilateral
meshes. Quadrilateral meshes are very common in computer graphics and any mesh can easily be converted
to a quadrilateral mesh using a vertex insertion scheme such as Catmull-Clark subdivision [3]. Our approach
does not guarantee to minimize the amount of stretching/distortion of the texture. However, application of
the Catmull-Clark scheme reduces distortion significantly. Moreover, a mesh with distortions can be re-
polygonized to obtain a better quality quadrilateral mesh.

The examples above have one distinct boundary condition, but this concept can be easily generalized to
n distinct conditions by using four-digit2n-ary numbers. A boundaryk will be represented by two boundary
types that will be denoted by2k and2k+1 wherek = 0, 1, . . . , n−1 and a tiled texture image will consist of
(2n)4 tiles. Similarly, the tile boundaries will be used as their names and respective positions in the texture.
Again, the first two digits give the column number and the second two digits give the row number. The
texture mapping algorithm can be converted to supportn distinct conditions by adding only one additional
line to theAssignBoundariesprocedure and changing the equations inAssignTextureCoordinates2.

Our scheme, as presented in this paper, does not provide anisotropic textures. However, by using more
than one boundary condition and changing the texture mapping algorithm such that it can properly arrange
each tile, we can obtain anisotropic textures.

2In equations,e0 ande2 will be multiplied by2n instead of2 and the equations will be divided by4n2 instead of4.



Figure 11: Creation of the tile1001 by compositing five images.

Although, our texture synthesis approach succesfully converts any image to a tiled texture, the method is
somewhat ad hoc, and there is a need for more control over final results. Promising future extentions would
be to develop a painting approach for tiled textures, and to provide more precise control over the background
image for each tile.
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A tiled texture created from a photograph of cracked earth The object textured by the tiled texture.

Figure 12: Example 1.

A tiled texture created from a photograph of rusted iron. An object textured by tiled texture.

Figure 13: Example 2.



A tiled texture created from a photograph of a rusted metal surface. An object textured by the tiled texture.

Figure 14: Example 3. Note that although there is a wide range of difference between the sizes of quadri-
laterals, there is no visible stretching effect, partly due to the fractal nature of the underlying texture.

A tiled texture created from a photograph of rusted iron. The object textured by above tiled texture.

Figure 15: Example 4.


